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The structures and environments of the protein-bound peridinins (Pers) and chlorophylls (Chls) a/c2 in the
membrane-intrinsic major light-harvesting complex of the dinoflagellate Amphidinium carterae (LHCAmph) are
characterised using resonance Raman (RR) spectroscopy with 11 excitation wavelengths, at 77 K. The
excitation-dependent variation in the C_C stretchingmode (ν1) suggests the presence of three Perswith conju-
gation lengths over 8 double bonds (dBs), and one diadinoxanthin, between 413.7 and 528.7 nm. Two Perred
species are revealed on excitation at 550 and 560 nm. These Perred species exhibit anomalously low ν1 values, to-
gether with notable resonant enhancement of lactone ring-breathing and -deformation modes. To discern
protein-specific effects, the RR spectra are compared to that of Per in polar (acetonitrile), polarisable (toluene)
and polar-protic (ethanol) solvents. Resonantly enhanced lactone, ring-breathing (942 cm−1) and ring-
deformation (~650 cm−1), modes are identified both in solution, and in the protein, and discussed in the context
of the mixing of the S1 and S2 states, and formation of the intramolecular charge-transfer (ICT) state. In the Chl-
absorbing region, two sets of Chl c2's, and (at least) six Chl a's can be differentiated. With a pigment ratio of 5–6
(Chl a):2 (Chl c2):5–6 (Per):1 Ddx determined from the fit to the RT absorption and 77 K RR spectra, sequence
comparison of LHCAmp to LHCII, and the diatom LHC, fucoxanthin–chlorophyll-a/c–protein (FCP), a template for
the conserved pigment binding sites is proposed, to fill the paucity of structural information in the absence of
a crystal structure for LHCAmph.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. introduction

Marine organisms that use sunlight for their survival have adapted
their photosynthetic apparatus according to their environment by,
e.g., modifying the pigment content and organisation within their pho-
tosynthetic proteins. The membrane-intrinsic major light-harvesting
complex fromdinoflagellates (LHCDNF) is a case in point, where caroten-
oids (Cars) rather than chlorophylls (Chls) are the primary light
lls; dBs, double bonds; Ddx,
hlorophyll-a/c–protein; fwhm,
st) occupiedmolecular orbital;
rge-transfer; LHCDNF/LHCAmph/
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n).
harvesters. The spectral range of the (sun)light available underwater
is in the blue-green range, which is efficiently absorbed by carbonyl-
containing carotenoids such as peridinin (Per), a Car present in both
the dinoflagellate membrane-intrinsic LHC, and the membrane-
extrinsic water-soluble peridinin–chlorophyll-a–protein (PCP). In con-
trast to PCP however, only a handful of studies have focussed on the
spectroscopy of the membrane-bound LHCDNF [1–6]. The current
study adds to these contributions by providing structural information
about the pigments in the LHC isolated from Amphidinium carterae
(LHCAmph).

In the absence of a crystal structure, structural information for the
LHCDNF has so far been based on CD and LD spectra and on its homology
to LHCII [1,2]. These spectroscopic methods are linked to the electronic
transitions of the pigments, whereas resonance Raman (RR) spectroscopy
is a vibration technique that is sensitive to structural differences at the
level of individual bonds and permits the distinction between different
Pers anddifferent Chl c2s and Chl as bound in LHCAmph.Whereas vibration-
al studies on Per and PCP have been carried out at RT [7–10], the present
RR study at 77 K has the advantage of decreasing inhomogeneous
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Fig. 1. The 77 K (blue) and room-temperature, RT (red), absorption spectra of LHCAmph are
shown with their Qy band areas scaled to the same area (~ 15300 to 14000 cm−1 in
units)— the original OD of the Soret bands being ~0.5–0.7 OD. The fit to the RT spectrum
(dash-dot line) is shown with the component pigment absorptions modelled as Perred,
Perblue, Chl c2, Chl ared and Chl ablue (Table 1). The vertical lines indicate the excitationwave-
lengths (406.7–560 nm) used to obtain RR spectra. The x-axis is linear in energy (cm−1 on
top) and non-linear inwavelength (nm on bottom), and the y-axis is on an arbitrary scale.
Below is shown the structure of Pernumbered as per IUPACnomenclature. For better com-
parison to the RR spectra measured at 77 K, the table lists the vibronic bands of the Pers
based on the fit to the 77 K absorption of LHCSymb in Ref. [6].
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broadening and reducing thermal congestion. Moreover, the current
multi-wavelength excitation, between 406.7 and 560 nm, selectively
enhances the vibronic modes coupled to the electronic transition of
the different pigments and permits the identification of Per, Chl a
and Chlc2 molecules that are localised in different environments
within the protein. Per has been extensively studied in solution to
better understand its role in light harvesting and energy transfer
(ET) in both PCP and LHCDNF, and the comparison of the protein RR
spectra to that of Per in solution provides an added perspective
about the effect of the protein environment on the pigment's func-
tionality in vivo.

The potential energy surface (PES) of Per is described by
analogy to the C2h point group of symmetric polyenes, where
the S0→S2 (11Ag−→11Bu*+-like) transition is allowed, and the S0→S1
(11Ag−→21Bu*+-like) transition forbidden. In addition, an intra-
molecular charge transfer (ICT) state identified in carbonyl-containing
carotenoids such as Per, has beenproposed to be the principal ET channel
[11] to Chl a, e.g., in PCP [12] and in LHCAmph [3]. This intermediate ICT
state has generally been considered to be very strongly coupled to the
S1 state [12,13], and was also (first) proposed to be linked to the S2
state based on electroabsorption studies [14]. Indeed, a compelling argu-
ment, recentlymade byWagner et al. [15], that the ICT state results from
the mixing of the ionic 11Bu*+-like and covalent 21Ag*-like states, carry-
ingmostly 11Bu*+ character while exhibiting “an unusually large doubly
excited” character.

Notably, RR spectroscopy is sensitive to the variation in the (elec-
tronic) nature of the excited-state PES as it would concomitantly result
in the enhancement of different vibronicmodes. Experimentally, excita-
tion into different regions of the absorption band of the pigment of in-
terest would enhance different vibronic modes. Note that these
differences would be more evident at 77 K. For example, in Per, red-
edge excitation could show whether, and how, the lactone carbonyl
group, which is proposed to be linked to the formation of the ICT state
and ET [3,11], is affected. We note that the allene group is not really in-
volved in the photophysics of Per, although conjugation may extend
into the C8′_C7′ bond (Fig. 1). However, conjugation cannot extend
into “the allene” moiety as a whole given that the central carbon of
the allene (C7′) is sp hybridised and by definition the C8′_C7′ and
C7′_C6′ π-bondswill be perpendicular to each other. Calculations actu-
ally show that the HOMO (and LUMO) is only marginally localised over
C8′_C7′ [16] and that this bond does not lie in the same plane as the
rest of the polyene backbone.

More generally, LHCDNF is closely related to the LHCs from diatoms,
the fucoxanthin chlorophyll-a/c proteins (FCP), and LHCII from plants
and green algae. The light harvesting and ET capabilities and differences
between LHCDNF, FCPs, and LHCII, are closely tied to the type and num-
ber of bound pigments. In contrast to LHCII, both LHCDNF and FCP pos-
sess Cars with conjugated-carbonyls, Per and Fx, respectively, and bind
Chl c instead of Chl b. The Chl a:Chl c:Fx/Per:Ddx was determined to be
8:2:8:0.1 in FCP [17] and 7:4:12:2 in LHCAmph [1], versus 8Chl a: 6Chl
b: 4Cars in LHCII [18]. The spectroscopic properties of LHCAmph and
FCP are also quite similar, as highlighted in early studies on the ET
dynamics in LHCAmph [3–6]. Transient absorption (TA) [3,5,6] studies
identified red absorbing Pers in LHCAmph as the most efficient light
absorbers and energy-transfer conduits to Chl a, estimated at 90%
in the 530–550 nm region [3,11], similar to the red fucoxanthins
(Fxreds) in FCP, whereas ODMR and EPR measurements [4] drew par-
allels between the (blue absorbing) Pers and the luteins (Luts) in
LHCII. Two recent 77 K TA absorption studies, one on LHCAmph [5],
and the other on the Symbiodinium LHC (LHCSymb) [6], have further
elucidated the spectroscopy of these LHCs and their similarity to
the FCPs. The similarity of LHCDNF to LHCII, and to trimeric and
oligmeric FCP, is also evident from the sequence analysis of their
gene products. We have used this analysis to assign putative binding
sites for the Chls, and locations for the Cars, identified from the RR
spectra of LHCAmph.
2. Material and methods

2.1. Sample preparation

RR spectra of isolated Per in solutionwere obtained by dissolving Per
in 1–2 ml of solvent – fresh, HPLC-grade toluene and ethanol (EtOH),
and freshly distilled acetonitrile (Acn) – and then immersed in liquid ni-
trogen (LN2). RT absorption spectra of Per in these and other solvents
can be found in the literature [19–21], and in glass-forming solvents at
77 K [14,19].

Themajor LHCAmph protein was isolated as in Ref. [2] and buffered in
25mMTris at pH 7.5, and 10mMKCl. A concentrated solution (‘slurry’)
of LHCAmph (absorbance of 300 OD at 460 nm estimated from the ab-
sorption spectrum of a 1000× diluted solution) was used to obtain RR
spectra because the signals in the carbonyl stretching region (1550–
1800 cm−1) of both the Pers and the Chls are weak and noisy when
using dilute samples.
2.2. Sequence analysis

Comparison of amino acid sequences of lchb1 from spinach (PDB ID:
4LCZ), fcp2 and fcp5 from Cyclotella meneghiniana ([17]) and a single
lhcAmph peptide from the putative polyprotein encoded in Amphidinium
(GenBank AJ009670) was carried out using ClustalW.
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2.3. Instrumentation and data analysis

A drop or two (5–15 μl) of sample — Per in toluene (PerTol), ethanol
(PerEtOH) and acetonitrile (PerAcn), or LHCAmph in buffer (25 mM Tris
and 10 mM KCl) was placed on a 1.2 cm Ø round microscope slide
(under red light as a precaution), and immersed into an Air Liquide
LN2 flow cryostat ontowhich the laser is focussed. The Raman scattered
light from the sample, oriented at 45° to the incident beam, is focused at
right angle into a Jobin-Yvon U1000 spectrometer equipped with a
blue-sensitive back-illuminated LN2 cooled CCD camera. Samples were
excited with a Kr-ion laser (Innova 90, Coherent) at 406.7 and
413.1 nm, He–Cd laser (Liconix) at 441.6 nm, and Ar-ion laser (Innova
100, Coherent) at 457.9, 476.5, 488.0, 496.5, 514.5 and 528.7 nm. The
laser linewidths are on the order of 20–40 GHz (1–2 cm−1). The 538,
550 and 560 nm wavelengths were generated from an Ar + pumped
(~6 W), Spectra Physics dye laser. Output laser powers of 10–30 mW
were attenuated to b5 mW on a spot size of 0.031 cm2 for excitation
wavelengths up to 528.7 nm, and 0.28 cm2 for the dye laser beam.

Sample stability was inferred if Raman peak intensities remained
unchanged with successive scans. We note that absorption spectra of
the samples used to obtain the 77 K RR spectra cannot be obtained
under the given conditions due to high sample concentrations, and
the formation of frozen, non-glassy, films on the microscope slides.
The 77 K absorption spectrum of LHCAmph shown in Fig. 1 was obtained
separately with a Perkin Elmer spectrometer in a 55/45 (v/v) glycerol-
buffer glass using a 25 mM Tris buffer with 2 mMKCl to dilute the con-
centrated solution used in the RR experiments by a factor of thousand.
Fig. 2. 77 K resonance Raman spectra (920–1800 cm−1) of peridinin in acetonitrile (PerAcn in
(a) 476.5–(e) 528.7 nm, and the FT Raman spectrum of PerAcn in (f). The ν1 (1570–1500 cm−1)
gressions are indicated, as is the 942 cm−1 lactone ring-breathingmode in I, and the carbonyl-st
100, and the y-axis scales in: I = 0–75, II = 0–135 and III = 0–55. (See Fig. S2 for spectra on a
RR spectra for excitations ≥ 476.5 nm were obtained with a
1200 grooves/mm grating (resolution ~1.9 cm−1 at 441.6 nm to
0.8 cm−1 at 528.7 nm). For excitations below 476.4 nm, an
1800 grooves/mm grating was used (resolution ~1.5 cm−1 at
406.7 nm to 1.0 cm−1 at 476.5 nm). At each excitation wavelength
samples were scanned continuously up to 2400 cm−1 in order to in-
clude the LN2 stretching mode (2326.6 cm−1), to serve as an internal
calibration. Spectra are normalised to a ν1 (1520–1535 cm−1) height
of 100, and smoothed with an FFT-filtering function when needed
(see figures' footnotes). The peak positions of strong bands such as
ν1 varied by less than 0.2 cm−1 during consecutive scans. The back-
ground subtraction of the spectra in Figs. 2–6 is carried out by man-
ually picking out 10–50 ‘zero signal’ points and to which a higher-
order polynomial function is fit.

2.4. Fit to the RT absorption band of the intrinsic LHCAmph protein

The RT-absorption of LHCAmphwas fit to the component RT pigment-
absorption spectra (Table 1). To fit the Car-absorbing region two Per ab-
sorption bands were used, Perblue at higher energy and Perred at lower
energy. Similarly, a high-energy Chl ablue, and low-energy Chl ared are
used to obtain a better fit to the LHCAmph absorption at higher energy.
To fit the RT absorption of the LHCAmph, Chl a absorption in 80% acetone
(λmax = 432 nm, MW = 894, εabs = 96 l/g/cm) was shifted by
−50 cm−1 to model Chl ablue, and by −560 cm−1 to model Chl ared
(using a single Chl a absorption requires a red shift of 240 cm−1), Chl
c2 absorption in diethyl ether (λmax = 451 nm, MW = 609 g/mol,
black), ethanol (PerEtOH in blue) and toluene (PerTol in red) are shown for excitation from
, ν2 (1210 cm−1–1130 cm−1), ν3 (1040 cm−1–1000 cm−1), and ν4 (980–950 cm−1) pro-
retching region (1780–1700 cm−1) in III. The spectra are normalised to a ν1 band height of
single scale, and for the RR spectra of toluene peaks — marked with an * in I above.).



1 Note that the energy separation between 461 and 493 nm is approximately equal to
that between the 0–0 and 0–1 bands of Per (~1330 cm−1), and likely accounts for these
peaks at 77 K, both here and in Ref [6].

2 When fitting the LHCAmp, the Chl a Qy band is modelled at lower energy than the pro-
tein band (Fig. 1) because in the fit, both transitions are shifted by the same energy,which
applies only if the change indipolar properties for both the Soret andQ-band transitions of
Chl a is the same.

Fig. 3. 77 K resonance Raman spectra, focusing in on the ν1–ν4 bands of LHCAmph (black) from 920 to 1800 cm−1, are shown for excitation from (a) 406.7–(k) 560 nm. The ν3

(1000 cm−1–1040 cm−1) and ν4 (950–980 cm−1) bands are shown in I; ν1 (1500–1570 cm−1) and ν2 (1130 cm−1–1210 cm−1) in II, and the lactone carbonyl-stretching
region (1700–1780 cm−1) in III. In I, vertical lines at 942, 952 and 962 cm−1 arise from Per, whereas 980 and 1008 cm−1 fromDdx. In II, lines at 1130, 1144 and 1184 cm−1 mark Per's ν2,
1160 cm−1 marks Ddx's ν2, and 1528 cm−1 the average Per ν1 value. In III, the lines at 1732, 1757 and 1767 cm−1 correspond to the carbonyl bands of Per. Smoothed spectra (black) are
overlaid on the raw data (grey) at 550 and 560 nmexcitations, in (j) and (k), respectively. All spectra are normalised to a ν1 band height of 100, and the y-axis scales in I= 0–35, in II= 0–
115, and in III = 0–10 for (d)–(i) and 0–45 for (j) and (k). (See Fig. S4 for spectra on a single scale.).
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εabs = 374 l/g/cm) was shifted by−575 cm−1, and that of Per in MeTHF
(λmax = 463 nm, MW = 631 g/mol, εabs = 134 l/g/cm) was shifted by
+500 cm−1 to model Perblue, and by −1590 cm−1 to model Perred.
The Ddx absorption in acetone (λmax = 462 nm, MW = 583 g/
mol, εabs = 233 l/g/cm) was not shifted. The ratio of the intensities
of the absorption bands of Chl ablue:Chl ared:Chl c2:Perblue:Perred:Ddx
in the fit is 0.28:0.48:1.00:0.28:0.27:0.17 (ratio of integrated areas,
0.37:0.59:1:0.50:0.43:0.27). Note that the pigment intensities and
positions can be varied by ±5% without significantly lowering the
quality of the fit, and that the pigment content estimations are subject
to the error inherent in applying extinction coefficients of the pigments
in solution to their fits in the protein [22].

3. Results

3.1. LHCAmph absorption spectra at RT and 77 K and fit at RT spectrum

The 77 K and room-temperature (RT) absorption spectra of LHCAmph

in glycerol/buffer (55/45 v/v) are compared in Fig. 1. The effect on the
pigment absorptions due to the decrease in temperature is primarily
due to a concomitant increase in polarity. At 77 K, shoulders evident
at ~493 and 544 nm are attributed to red shifts arising from both
Per(s) and Ddx. In the Soret region the, about-equal intensity, bands at
439.8 and 457.5 nm at RT resolve at 77 K into a less intense band at
438.4 nm, which is attributed to Chl a [23], and a more intense red-
shifted band at 461 nm, which is attributed to a red-shifted Chl c2 or
Per.1 The Chl a Qy band blue shifts by 1 nm to 670 nm at 77 K and points
to its smaller excited-state dipolar properties relative to the Bx (Soret)
band2 [23]. The Chl c2 Qx band is also evident at 589.5 nm, as are the
Qy bands at 636 nm and 648 nm. We note that there are (small) differ-
ences in the relative intensities and positions of the two higher energy
Soret bands in the 77 K absorption of LHCAmph relative to that measured
by others [3,6], which could reflect possible inhomogeneity in themajor
LHC complex due to the isolation procedure, independent of whether it
is from A. carterae [3,5] or Symbiodinium [6].

The fit to this room-temperature absorption spectrum (see
Section 2.4), shown in Fig. 1, yields a pigment ratio of 10:4:10:1.7 for
Chl a:Chl c2:Per:Ddx. This ratio however adds up to more than 25 pig-
ments which is too many to be bound to a single LHCAmph polypeptide
[1]. Alternatively, if only two Chl c's are bound per polypeptide as sug-
gested in the case of FCP [22], then a pigment ratio of 5:2:5:1 (from
thefit) or 3.5:2:5–6:1 (fromHPLC [1]) appears realistic. Thefit to the ab-
sorption also points to there being approximately 2:3 blue versus red



Fig. 4.The lactone-ring specificmodes of the Pers in LHCAmph are shown for excitation from
(a) 441.6–(f) 560 nm, which includes the ring-breathing mode at 942 cm−1 (see Fig. 3), a
ring-deformationmode at 820 cm−1 (andmoreweakly at 850 cm−1), in-plane and out-of
plane ring bending and stretching modes at 640 and 655 cm−1, respectively.

Fig. 6. 77 K resonance Raman spectra of LHCAmph in the 1580–1730 cm−1 range, for exci-
tation from (a) 406.7 nm - (c) 441.6 nm, focuses on Chl modes: the C131 keto carbonyl
stretching region (1640–1720 cm−1) used to identify multiple Chl a species; the vinyl
stretch at ~1620 cm−1, and themethine bridgingmode (1595–1615 cm−1). Three regions
in the keto carbonyl stretching range are labelled I, II and III and respectively correspond to
weak, medium and strong, external hydrogen bonding. The carbonyl positions indicated
by vertical lines in (a)–(c) correspond to the Chl a's identified in Table 5, and in (d) and
(e) for the two Chl c2's.
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absorbing Chl a's, and an equal number of blue versus red absorbing Pers
in LHCAmph.
Fig. 5. 77 K resonance Raman spectra are shown in the porphyrin-ring breathingmode re-
gion of Chl c2 (1340–1380 cm−1) for excitation from (a) 441.6–(c) 476.5 nm (the RR spec-
tra for λexc 406.7 and 413.1 nm demonstrate that Chl c2 modes are not enhanced here).
The lines at 1355 and 1360.5 cm−1 are attributed to two Chl c2's and contrasted with
other Chl c2 modes in Table 4.
3.2. Resonance Raman of peridinin (Per) in solution

The RR spectra of PerTol, PerEtOH and PerAcn shown in Fig. 2 focus in on
the first four fundamental vibrational modes arising from the conjugat-
ed backbone, i.e., the C_C symmetric stretch (ν1), unmethylated C\\C
stretch coupled to the C\\H in-plane bend [24,25] (ν2), CH3 in-plane
rock (ν3), and hydrogen out-of-plane (HOOP) wag modes (ν4). The
full range of the Per (and toluene) RR spectra is shown in Fig. S2. The res-
onantly enhanced Ramanbands of the lactone ring, including the conju-
gated carbonyl stretches, are also identified, and shown in Figs. 2 and S3.
The ester carbonyl of Per is not in conjugation with the polyene back-
bone and is not enhanced in the RR spectra. Likewise, no RR, or even
FT Raman, bands of noticeable intensity were detected in the C_C_C
stretching region (~1960 cm−1) where allene bands are typically man-
ifested [26].

In all three solvents, the ν1 of Per is centred between 1526 and
1529 cm−1 (Table 2), with a shoulder at ~1545 cm−1 attributed to
the νC(1,3,11) progression [8]. The average ν1 of PerTol (1526.4 ±
0.8 cm−1) is approximately 2 cm−1 lower than in PerEtOH (1528.1 ±
0.6 cm−1) and PerAcn (1528.6 ± 0.5 cm−1). The full-width half maxi-
mum (fwhm) of ν1 is notably greater for PerAcn (17.6 cm−1) compared
to that of PerEtOH and PerTol (11 cm−1), and is asymmetric in the two
polar solvents, EtOH (ε0 = 33) and Acn (ε0 = 36). The ν1 value in the
FT Raman spectrum is found 4–6 cm−1 lower at 1524 cm−1 pointing
to the enhancement of a non-central C_C mode in the RR spectra.

The ν2 band, half as intense as ν1, is composed of a band at
~1150 cm−1 and a broader band at ~1190 cm−1, both of which are
narrower for PerTol (Fig. 2). Theν3 in Per arises from the in-plane rocking



Table 1
Pigment absorption maxima and ratios in solution and LHCAmph.

~νmaxcm−1 λmaxnmð Þ Pigment ratioh

LHCAmph (Gly/Buff)a Solution (RT)b Fit (RT)g Fit HPLC

RT 77 K

(490–495) 20,305 (492.5) cPerMeTHF 21,620 (462.5) Perred: 20,138 (497)
Perblue: 22,151 (451)

5 10–12

22,738 (439.8) 22,810 (438.4) dChl a Soret 23,148 (432) Chl ared: 22,838 (438)
Chl ablue: 23,351 (428)

5 7

14,888 (671.7) 14,905 (670.9) Qy 15,060 (664) Chl ared: 14,804 (676)
Chl ablue: 15,018 (666)

21,858 (457.5) 21,692 (461.0) eChl c2 Soret 22,173 (451) 21,831 (458) 2 4
16,978 (589.0) 16,964 (589.5)

15,723 (636.0)
Qy 15,848 (631) 15,606 (641)

fDdx 21,645 (462) 21,925 (456) 1 2

aThe maxima evident in the absorption spectra of LHCAmph in 55:45 v:v gly/buff at 298 K (RT) and 77 K (LN2) are listed. bThe pigment absorption maxima at RT [30] of cPer in methyl tet-
rahydrofuran (MeTHF), dChl a in 80% acetone, eChl c2 in diethyl ether, and fDdx in acetone and the gmaxima of the shifted spectra of the pigments that fit the RT absorption of LHCAmph

(Fig. 1), follow. All values are given in wavenumbers (~νmax) and in nm in parentheses (λmax). Note that the maxima for Per and Ddx correspond to the 0–1 band of the S0→S2 transition.
hThe relative pigment content (ratios) from the fit to the RT absorption, versus biochemical analysis by HPLC [2] is listed in the last two columns.
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of the two non-equivalent CH3 substituents, one off C13 near the lac-
tone, and the other off C9′ at the allene end (Fig. 1). In PerEtOH and PerAcn
there is a low intensity doublet, at ~1008 cm−1 and ~1023 cm−1, with
the latter higher energy, broader, band presumably arising from the C13
CH3, i.e., steric hindrance from the adjacent lactone ring giving rise to
greater inhomogeneity and broadening. Note that the peak at
~1003 cm−1 in PerTol arises from toluene as does the shoulder at
1030 cm−1 present at higher energy excitations (Fig. S2).

The ν4 (HOOP) modes of Per originate from the hydrogens directly
bonded to the C_C/C_O conjugated system. These eight hydrogens
can be roughly divided into three groups based on nearest neighbour in-
teractions: the four hydrogens on C11′, C14′, C15′ andC15; the three hy-
drogens on C10′, C14 and C12 close to themethyl groups; and the third
from the hydrogen on C10 in the lactone ring. Hydrogens conjugated di-
rectly to the polyene backbone of Cars typically scatter in the 960–
970 cm−1 range [24,27,28]. Thus, the (near) absence of RR bands in
this range points to the (close to) linear all-trans conformation of the
polyene backbone of Per in all three solvents at 77 K. There is however
a relatively intense band at ~942 cm−1 at all excitations, which coin-
cides with a ring-breathing mode identified in the liquid and vapour
Raman spectra of γ-crotonolactone at ~940 cm−1 [29], and is likewise
attributed to a ring-breathing mode of the lactone ring in Per. This
ring-breathing mode includes a HOOP wag, which in Per corresponds
to the H of the carbon atom (C10′) that is common to the lactone and
polyene backbone (Fig. 1).

In Per, the carbonyl group in the lactone ring can also be resonantly
enhanced as part of the collective conjugated system, but given its small
Raman cross-section only a weak band at ~1750 cm−1 is evident at
77 K, close to the value in its RT infrared spectrum [7,8]. The carbonyl
band is notably sensitive to the polarity of the environment and is con-
sequently broader and downshifted in PerAcn relative to PerTol and
PerEtOH, just as it was in Fx [30]. Note that the Per carbonyl within the cy-
clic ester is in a more strained system in Per than the keto-carbonyl off
an open-chain system as in Fx where in the carbonyl scatters at a
much lower frequency. The peak near 1777 cm−1 which was present
in the RR spectra of Per at RT, and assigned to a Fermi resonance with
the lactone CH wag [9], is not observed here in Per at 77 K. Aside from
the lactone-breathing mode at 940 cm−1 and the lactone carbonyl at
1750 cm−1, additional distinct vibronic bands arising from the lactone
ring can be identified (Figs. 2 and S3): the bands at 850 cm−1 and
820 cm−1 could arise from ring deformations, composed of the
O\\C/C\\C stretches in the lactone ring, similar to that in 2(5H)-
furanone in vapour Raman spectra [31] andγ-crotonolactone (hereafter
called 2(5H)-furanone) in 10 K IR spectra [29]. Likewise, the bands at
1130 and 1052 cm−1 could correspond to the in-plane bending/
stretching modes of the ring as could the bands at 640 and 655 cm−1,
which could respectively be attributed to the in-plane and out-of-
plane ring bending and stretchingmodes (Fig. S3). The latter two vibra-
tions could be lower in Per than in 2(5H)-furanone due to couplingwith
the polyene backbonewhichwould lower these values in Per, analogous
to the heavier sulphur atom in 2(5H)-thiophenone [31].

3.3. Carotenoid electronic and vibronic signatures in LHCAmph

Thedifferent Cars – Pers andDdx – can be identified in the RR spectra
of LHCAmph (Fig. 3) based on the preferential enhancement of the specif-
ic Car at a given excitation (Table S1). The Perred, Perblue, andDdx absorp-
tion bands that are deconvolved from the fit to the RT absorption of
LHCAmph (Fig. 1) are further delineated in the previously published fit
to the 77 K absorption of LHCSymb [6]. The corresponding 0–0 bands
for the identified Perred, Pergreen, and Perblue species are used to deter-
mine the specific Car and the vibronic band accessed at a given excita-
tion wavelength (Table S1): Perred(0–0) at λexc 550 nm; Pergreen(0–0)
at λexc 527.5 nm; Perred(0–1) at λexc 514.5 into; Perblue(0–0) and
Ddx(0–0) at λexc 496.5 nm; Pergreen(0–1) at λexc 488.0 nm; Perblue (0–
1) at λexc 476.5 nm; and Ddx(0–1) at λexc 457.9 nm.

The ν1–ν4 progressions for the Cars in LHCAmph are shown in Fig. 3,
for λexc = 413.7–560 nm. The ν1 maximum varies between
1527 cm−1 and 1531 cm−1 for excitation between 413.7 and
496.5 nm, and then rapidly downshifts to 1523 cm−1 at 514.5 nm,
and even further to 1521 cm−1 at 550 and 560 nm (Table 3). The
high-energy shoulder at ~1545 cm−1 observed for Per in solution, is
however not evident in the protein. The fwhm of ν1 in LHCAmph varies
between 19 and 13 cm−1 (Table 3) and is on average greater than the
homogeneously broadened ν1 of PerTol and PerEtOH (Table 2). Together,
the variation in fwhm and the asymmetry of ν1 (Table 3) in the
Perblue–Perred overlapping region (476.5–496.5 nm), point to minimally
three different Pers in this energetic region. Note that Ddx also contrib-
utes to the upshift in ν1 at 496.5 (Ddx 0–0 band) and 457.5 nm (Ddx 0–1
band) excitations. The particularly large increase in the fwhm on excita-
tion at 476.5 nm presumably arises from a maximal number of Cars,
i.e., different Pers as well as Ddx, being resonantly enhanced. In the
Perred-only absorbing region, the variation in the position and shape of
ν1 at 550 versus 560 nm excitation suggests that there are two different
Perred species. Additionally, the upshift and increase in fwhm of ν1, on
excitation at 528.7 nm, could signal the presence of Pergreen [6], aside
from the two Perred species.

The ν2 progression of the Perred species (λexc ≥ 514.5 nm) is also dis-
tinctive and similar to that in solution is composed of a narrow peak
centred at ~1145 cm−1 and a broad band centred at ~1180 cm−1



Table 2
C_C stretch (ν1) frequencies of Per and Ddx in solution.

aPerTol
aPerAcn

aPerEtOH
aDdxEtOH

RTn 1.49 1.34 1.33 1.36
RT

ξ0 2 36 33 24

b0–1RT

0–0 RT
20,408 (490)
21,739 (460)

21,180 (472) 22,422 (446)

λexc 457.9 1526.0 (11.0, 5.1) 1528.0 (17.8, 7.4) 1527.7 (12.3, 5.5) 1531.8
λexc 476.5 1526. (12.2, 5.9) 1528.4 (20.0, 8.2) 1528.6 (11.2, 5.6) 1535.1
λexc 488.0 1527.4 (11.0, 5.3) 1529.6 (18.4, 8.2) 1528.4 (11.2, 5.6) 1531.6
λexc 496.5 1525.2 (11.4, 5.2) 1528.6 (17.1, 7.7) 1527.9 (12.0, 5.4) 1531.8
λexc 514.5 1526.5 (10.8, 5.5) 1528.7 (16.1, 7.2) 1528.6 (11.2, 5.5)
λexc 528.7 – 1528.6 (16.2, 7.4) 1527.3 (10.7, 5.1)
ν1 (sd) 1526.4 ± 0.8 1528.6 ± 0.5 1528.1 ± 0.6

(sd) 11.3 ± 0.6 17.6 ± 1.5 11.3 ± 0.5

a The maxima of the C_C stretching band (ν1) in the RR spectra for peridinin in toluene (PerTol), acetonitrile (PerAcn) and ethanol (PerEtOH) are reported for excitations between 457.9
and 528.7 nm at 77 K (Fig. 2), and that for diadinoxanthin in ethanol (DdxEtOH) are taken from Ref. [30]. The full-width half maxima (fwhm), followed by the left-hand half-width half
maximum(hwhm) values, for theseν1 are reported in parentheses in cm−1. TheRR spectra at 457.9 nmexcitation has a lower S/N (spectra not shown), and the values are therefore shown
in italics but included for completeness.

b RT maxima for the 0–1 and 0–0 bands for Per and Ddx, in each solvent, are reported. Also listed are the RT refractive index, n, and static dielectric constant, ε0, of each solvent.
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(Fig. 3). The sharp peak at 1165 cm−1 for λexc ≤ 496.5 nm however orig-
inates from Ddx [30]. This ν2 band of Ddx overlaps with, and obstructs,
the ν2 band of Per for 476.5 nm ≤ λexc ≤ 496.5 nm. The prominent ν3

band of Ddx also conceals much of the Per ν3 progression in the 1000–
1030 cm−1 range, for λexc ≤ 514.5 nm. Outside the Ddx-absorption
range, for λexc ≥ 528.7 nm, the enhancement of the lower energy band
in the ν3 progression (~1008 cm−1) arises from Per, and could point
to the coupling of the lactone-ring modes with the C13, CH3 in-plane
wag.

In the ν4 region, a three-band progression peaking at ~960, ~950
and ~940 cm−1 is observed in the protein. (The 980 cm−1 band origi-
nates from Ddx [30].) The 955 and 960 cm−1 bands, most evident for
441.6 ≤ λexc ≤ 476.5 nm and not seen for Per in solution, are similar to
the Fx HOOP modes [30] and should arise from the hydrogens off Per's
polyene backbone. The intensity carried in the 955 and 960 cm−1

bands suggests that these higher-energy Pers may adopt a non-planar
albeit all-trans conformation, similar to the Fxblues identified in FCP
[30,32].

In LHCAmph, as for Per in solution, an allene (C_C_C) band is not ev-
ident near 1960 cm−1 consistent with this mode not being coupled to
the excitation of the Pers.

3.3.1. Lactone modes
In contrast to the higher-energy Pers, the redder absorbing species

(λexc ≥ 514.5 nm) exhibitmaximal intensity of the 940 cm−1 band, sim-
ilar to Per in solution. Thus, the ring-breathingmode of the lactone ring,
including the HOOP wag off C10′, is specifically enhanced in Perred and
Table 3
C_C stretch (ν1) frequencies in LHCAmph.

77 K ν1Conc LHCAmph
c (fwhm, hwhm-lft) ν1 Dil LHCAmph

c (fwhm, hwhm-lft)

λexc 413.7 1528.4 (19.9, 8.6) 1527.7 (21.9, 8.7)
λexc 441.6 1530.0 (17.0, 8.5) 1528.6 (18.5, 9.2)
λexc 457.9 1532.9 (13.9, 8.0) 1530.8 (14.6, 8.0)
λexc 476.5 1533.1 (21.3, 10.9) 1527.5 (23.4, 11.2)
λexc 488.0 1531.0 (13.2, 6.9) 1530.8 (13.6, 7.3)
λexc 496.5 1530.8 (13.0, 7.4) 1531.1 (13.1, 6.7)
λexc 514.5 1527.8 (18.7, 7.8) 1524.3 (18.9, 6.8)
λexc 528.7 1526.4 (17.1, 7.9) –
λexc 538 – 1523.9 (14.1, 6.4)
λexc 550 1523.0 (13.7, 6.0) –
λexc 560 1520.7 (11.6, 5.3) –

c Themaxima of the C_C stretching band (ν1) in the LHCAmph protein, obtained at 77 K
for a concentrated sample (Fig. 3) and a ten times less concentrated one (Fig. S3), are re-
ported for excitations between 413.7 and 560 nm. The full-width half maxima (fwhm),
followed by the left-hand half-width half maximum (hwhm) values, for these ν1 are re-
ported in parentheses in wavenumbers. The RR spectra at 560 nm excitation has a much
lower S/N (see Figure 3), and the values are therefore shown in italics.
Pergreen in vivo. The low-energy lactone modes seen for Per in solution
are also detected for the Pers in vivo (Fig. 4). The ring-deformation
modes at 850 cm−1 and 820 cm−1 are evident, as are the in-plane
and out-of plane ring bending and stretching modes at 640 and
655 cm−1, in addition to the band at 728 cm−1. Although the signals
at 550 and 560 nm excitations are quite noisy, the bands are clearly
present, and sharp and narrow in the case of the ring-breathing mode
at 940 cm−1, accompanied by the appearance of what could be a ring-
deformation mode at 795 cm−1. Inhomogeneity of the bands, at
528.7 nm excitation, suggests differences in the lactone structure/
environment of the different Pers excited at this wavelength. The lac-
tone carbonyl stretch of the Pers in LHCAmph is shown in Fig. 3-III, rang-
ing from excitation into the 0–0 band of Perblue up to the red-edge of the
0–0 band of Perred. Excitation at 550 and 560nmunfortunately results in
no discernable carbonyl signal due to low S/N (Fig. 3j–k in III). At
528.7 nm excitation, the lowest energy carbonyl at 1737 cm−1 scatters
most strongly, growing progressively weaker at higher energy excita-
tion energies. Also evident at 514.5 and 528.7 nm excitations are
peaks at 1757 and 1766 cm−1, and a weak shoulder at ~1780 cm−1.
The 1757/1766 cm−1 peaks lose intensity at 496.5 and 488.0 nmexcita-
tions, until at 476.5 nm excitation a strong broad band is observed at
~1755 cm−1.

3.3.2. Effect of protein concentration
The RR spectra show some effects due to concentration although the

spectra are broadly similar between the concentrated LHCAmph sample
and the one diluted by a factor of ten (see red spectra in Figs. 3 and
S3). The clearest differences can be seen for ν1 at 476.5 (Fig. 3e) and
514.5 nmexcitations (Fig. 3h); ν1 is clearly downshifted in the dilute so-
lution, and at 476.5 nm, ν1 is also much broader (see fwhm values in
Table 3). The effect at lower energy, i.e., 514.5 nm, suggests that it is po-
tentially Pergreen that is affected by differences in complex aggregation.
However, the downshift in ν1 on excitation at 476.5 nm also affects
the ν2 and ν3 bands of Ddx, suggesting that aside from Pergreen, Ddx
could also, or instead, be sensitive to aggregation effects.

3.4. Chlorophyll electronic and vibronic signatures in LHCAmph

In the Chl-absorbing region, Chl a is primarily excited at 406.7 and
413.1 nm, both Chl a and -c2 at 441.6 nm, and only Chl c2 at 457.9 and
476.5 nm (Fig. 1). Although 2–3 times as many Chl a's as Chl c2's are es-
timated in LHCAmph (Table 1), Chl c2's absorption intensity is similar to
that of Chl a in the Chl a/c2 overlapping region at 441.6 nm because of
its larger Soret band extinction [33]. The RR-bands used to characterise
the Chls include the carbonyl, vinyl and methine bridging modes.
These are shown for excitation into the Soret band, a π–π* transition
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(λexc = 406.7–476.5 nm), which results in the enhancement of the in-
plane vibrations of the (π-conjugated) ring system, including the C\\C
and C\\N stretches, and its coupled substituents in the 1100–
1700 cm−1 range. (Metal-nitride motions, below 1000 cm−1, are not
coupled into the π–π* transition and not strongly enhanced [34].)

3.4.1. RR bands of Chl c2
The C\\N breathing mode (~1360 cm−1), the “oxidation-state”

marker [35,36], is unique to Chl c2 (the C17\\C18 bond of Chl a being
saturated) and is evident for λexc = 441.6–476.5 nm (Fig. 5). There
is a sharp band at 1360.5 cm−1 with a low-energy shoulder at
~1355 cm−1, which vary in relative intensity as a function of excitation
(Table 4), and are therefore each assigned to two distinct Chl c2s. Excita-
tion at 457.9 nm and 476.5 nm also enhances two C131 keto carbonyl
bands (Fig. 6), one with a moderately strong H-bond (1678 cm−1),
and another that is either free, or weakly H-bonded (1691 cm−1). The
presence of two low frequency metal-nitride bands at ~350 cm−1

(Fig. S4), further reinforces the evidence for two Chl c2's in LHCAmph.
The co-ordination state of Chl c2may be inferred from the position of

the methine-bridging mode, which the shoulder at ~1610 cm−1

(Fig. 6c–e,λexc=441.6 nm–476.5 nm) suggests that the centralmagne-
sium of at least one of the Chl c2's is 5-co-ordinated [37,38] with a puck-
ered macrocycle [39]. The band at ~1595 cm−1 is also attributed to Chl
c2 because it is enhanced at λexc 457.9 and 476.5 nm. Although we pre-
viously ascribed this to the C81_C82 group [40] of the Chl c2 in FCP, with
the 1620 cm−1 attributed to the C_C in-plane stretches of the C31_C32

decoupled vinyl substituent, the 1595 cm−1 band could instead indicate
that one of the two Chl c2's is 6-coordinated as in solution. We note that
the RR bands of Chl c2 in LHCAmph are remarkably similar to those of the
Chl c's in FCP, with the broader ring-breathing and keto-carbonyl bands
in LHCAmph suggesting greater inhomogeneity in the environment(s) of
the Chl c2's. But in both LHCAmph and FCP, the Chl c species are more
strongly solvated than is Chl a, which is also borne out by the fact that
the energy separation between the Soret absorptions of Chl a and Chl
c2 in the protein is about twice that between these species in solution,
notably with the greater red shift of Chl c2 (Table 1).

3.4.2. RR bands of Chl a in LHCAmph

The Chl a C131 keto-carbonyl scattering region between 1650 and
1700 cm−1 has a characteristic band shape similar to that in FCP [22],
LHCII, and LHCb4 [41]. The central band has maximal intensity, and
the relative intensities of the shoulders at higher and lower energy
vary as a function of the excitation wavelength (406.7–441.6 nm in
Table 4
RR modes of Chl c2 in the LHCAmph (77 K).

λexc

441.6 457.9 nm 476.5 nm

aRelative intensity
Chl c2/Chl a 21.6 29.1
Chl c2/LHCAmph 0.60 0.33

bRR frequencies
C\\N (ring breathing) 1360.5(+)

1358.5(−)
1360.5(−)
1358.5(+)

1360.5(+)
1358.5(−)

CaCm (methine bridge) 1595 1595, 1615 1616
C_O (keto carbonyl) 1675–1680 1691.7
C31_C32; C81_C82 (vinyl) 1626 1624

a The ratio of the absorption intensities of Chl c2 to Chl a (Chl c2/Chl a), and Chl c2 to the
total absorption of LHCAmph (Chl c2/LHCAmph) determined from the fits to the absorption
(Fig. 1) is listed.

b The signature modes of Chl c2 that are resonantly enhanced at 457.6 and 476.5 nm
excitations include the ring-breathing mode (Fig. 4), and the methine bridging, keto car-
bonyl and vinyl modes (Fig. 5). The relative intensities of the ring-breathing bands are
marked with ‘+’ and ‘−’ to indicate the one that is stronger, or weaker, respectively, at
the given excitation.
Fig. 6). The keto carbonyls in LHCAmph are thus classified according to
the strength of the H-bond being, weak (Chl a I: 1685–1705 cm−1),
medium (Chl a II: 1670–1680 cm−1), and strong (Chl a III: 1650–
1665 cm−1). External hydrogen bonding can downshift free carbonyls
by up to 50 cm−1 to ~1650 cm−1, whereas polarity effects on carbonyls
tend to be more on the order of 10–15 cm−1 [42].

At 406.7 nm excitation, the Chl a II keto-carbonyl band is centred at
~1674 cm−1, and flanked by the higher frequency Chl a I band (1685–
1700 cm−1), and the weaker Chl a III band peaking at 1654 cm−1

(Fig. 6a). These low (Chl a III) and high-energy (Chl a I) wings are both
enhanced at 413.1 nm excitation (Fig. 6b). Excitation at 441.6 nm reso-
nantly enhances both Chl a and c2, but the increase in intensity on the
low-energy side persists at 441.6 nm excitation and is therefore attrib-
uted to Chl a, as it is significantly attenuated at the higher, Chl c2 absorb-
ing, wavelengths of 457.9 and 476.5 nm. The enhancement in intensity
of the high-energy wing (Chl a I) at 441.6 nm probably arises from Chl
c2, as the peak at 1693 cm−1 persists at 457.9 and 476.5 nm excitations.

The width of the carbonyl bands, particularly of I and II (fwhm ~ 15–
20 cm−1), suggests the presence of at least two each of Chl a-I and of Chl
a-II. In comparison, the fwhm of the distinct carbonyl bands of the two
Chl a's in PCP is ~9 cm−1 at 77 K (unpublished). Based on the enhance-
ment and shifts of the C_O stretching frequencies, seven to eight Chl a's
are identifiable (Table 5): two Chl a I's with weak external hydrogen
bonds (1687, 1698 cm−1) that are more intense at 406.7 nm versus
413.1 nm excitation, whereas the small increase in intensity at
1690 cm−1 at λexc 413.7 could potentially be attributed to a third Chl
a I; three Chl a II'swithmedium-strengthH-bonds giving rise to the cen-
tral band (νmax ~ 1673.6 cm−1) that gains intensity in thewings at 1669
and 1679.5 cm−1 at 413.1 nm relative to 406.7 nm excitation; and an
additional two Chl a III's with strong external H-bonds (1650.2,
1654.9 cm−1) can be discerned at 406.7 nm excitation that gain inten-
sity at 413.1 nm excitation, as does the band at 1663.0 cm−1. Although
Chl c2 could contribute to the intensity of the 1693 cm−1 and
1675 cm−1 bands at 441.6 nm excitation, the breadth and intensity of
these bands at 441.6 versus 457.9 nm excitations suggest that they
must be partially due to the Chl a II's at 441.6 nm and Chl a III's at
457.9 nm.

The methine-bridging mode of Chl a is identified at ~1610 cm−1 at
both 406.7 and 413.1 nm excitations (Fig. 6a and b), pointing to the 5-
coordinated state of the Chl a's [37] in LHCAmph. The breadth of this
band also suggests that it arises from different sets of Chl a's, with the
more planar 5-coordinated species scattering at higher energy.
Table 5
RR modes of Chl a in LHCAmph (77 K).

λexc

406.7 413.1 441.6

aRelative intensity
Chl a/Chl c2 2.31 2.49 0.87
Chl a/LHCAmph 0.55 0.55 0.32

bRR frequencies C_O (keto carbonyl)
I (weak H-bond) 1686, 1692 1686, 1690 1686
II (medium H-bond) 1664, 1673 1664, 1673, 1680 1664, 1680
III (strong H-bond) 1654 1654 1654

a The ratio of the absorption intensities of Chl a to Chl c2 (Chl a/Chlc2), and Chl a to the
total absorption of the LHCAmph (Chl a/LHCAmph) determined from the fits to the absorption
(Fig. 1).

b The primary resonantly enhanced modes of Chl a, the methine bridging (CaCm), and
keto carbonyl (C_O) (Fig. 5) bands, are listed for excitation at 406.7, 413.1 and 441.6 nm
(note that the Chl-c2 modes are also resonantly enhanced at 441.6 nm).



Fig. 7. Themaxima (cm−1) of the RRν1 stretching frequencies (solid square symbols— or-
dinate on the right) at each excitationwavelength (see Table 3) are overlaid on two sets of
Per absorptions. In dark-solid lines are the absorptions modelled on the fit to the 77 K ab-
sorption of LHCSymb in Ref. [6]: red (0–0 band=545 nm); green (0–0=526 nm), and blue
(0–0 = 502 nm). In dashed lines, we include additional Per absorptions, proposed on the
basis of the variation in ν1: red (0–0 = 550 nm and 537 nm) and blue (0–0 = 480,
490 nm).
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4. Discussion

4.1. Structural and environmental effects on peridinin in solution

The ν1 values of Per, at 77 K, in both non-polar (~1526.4 cm) and
polar protic and aprotic solvents (~1528 cm−1) point to a conjugation
length over eight dBs, extending over the polyene backbone and into
the lactone carbonyl, and confirm that Per adopts a linear all-trans con-
formation at 77 K. The relatively low intensity of the ν3 and ν4 progres-
sions and the almost absent HOOP bands off the polyene backbone,
indicate that Per is planar and undistorted in the ground state at 77 K,
consistent with the transition dipole moment of Per being nearly paral-
lel to the polyene backbone [14,43]. The ν1 value of Per is low for an
eight dB conjugated system [24], and even lower than that of Fx [30],
whose conjugation length also extends over eight dBs, likely because
the lactone moiety in Per reduces the force constant of the total
C_C/C_O coupled system below that of the C_O group conjugated
into the polyene backbone of Fx.

In solution, the Per absorption is sensitive to the polarity of the envi-
ronment [19], whereas the Per ν1 band is more sensitive to the solvent
polarisability. Effectively, the greater polarisability of toluene would be
further enhanced at 77 K and could account for the relative downshift
of 2 cm−1. Note that toluene, unlike Acn and EtOH, forms a glass with
an increase in the refractive index at 77 K. In PerAcn, ν1 is asymmetrically
broadened (see fwhm in Table 2) and attributed to the presence of mul-
tiple conformers, and/or different C_C modes of a single Per species
being preferentially enhanced due to solvent stabilisation of different
parts of the polyene backbone and the concomitant enhancement of dif-
ferent normal modes [25,44].

Excitation into the red edge of the 0–0 band of Per presents the pos-
sibility to probe S1/S2 state mixing effects and the presence of the ICT
state. In comparison to Fx [30], such effects on the ν1 and the carbonyl
bands of Per are not as pronounced. This is consistent with Per
possessing uniform dipolar properties across its absorption manifold
[14]. Moreover, unlike Fx, the 0–0 and 0–1 bands of Per at 77 K are of
similar intensity, indicating that the geometry of the relaxed S2 state is
not much different from that in the Franck–Condon region. Therefore,
excitation into the 0–0 versus the 0–1 band would have comparatively
little, or no, effect on Per's ν1. There is however a small downshift of
ν1 in PerEtOH at 528.7 nm excitation, which might suggest that external
hydrogen bonding of the lactone carbonyl could facilitate the formation
of the ICT state, as found to be the case in methanol or ethylene glycol
[14,21].

In contrast to ν1, the carbonyl bands are more sensitive to the polar-
ity of the environment, and downshifted more in Acn than in toluene
(Fig. 2III). But the smaller downshift in EtOH, which has a similar static
dielectric as Acn, is not clearly understood, particularly given that the
likelihood of external hydrogen bonding should result in a greater
downshift. The carbonyl group is also very sensitive to inductive effects
from its nearest neighbours and should be the root cause of the
100 cm−1 difference in energy of the carbonyl in Per versus the one in
Fx. This is comparable to the effect on the carbonyl of a 5-membered lac-
tone (a cyclic ester) versus that on an aromatic ketone. Aside from in-
ductive effects, the increased sp2 character of the carbonyl due to the
strain imposed by the lactone ring would also contribute to the greater
upshift of the Per carbonyl band. Here at 77 K, we do not observe the
splitting of the C_O band, which was observed at RT and attributed to
a Fermi resonance with the overtone of the HOOPmode of the β carbon
of the lactone [9]. Fermi resonance is however expected to decrease
with decreasing temperature [45] and would explain the absence of
this band at 77 K. It should be noted that Fermi resonance in other lac-
tone systems has been attributed to the hydrogen off the αC to the
carbonyl, and a more likely candidate for the vibronic mode that con-
tributes to Fermi resonance in Per could be the ring-breathing mode at
~870 cm−1 of A′ symmetry [29]. The solvent-dependent effect on the
Fermi resonance in Per at RT [9] could be related to environmental
effects such as the polarity, polarisability or viscosity, which has been
shown to affect the lifetime of the S1 and S2 states [11,16,19,21]. For ex-
ample, hydrogen bonding, to the lactone carbonyl [21], was correlated
to the S1/S2 lifetimes, and could likewise affect the ring-breathing, and
in- and out-of-plane ring-deformation, modes of the lactone ring. Over-
all, the enhancement of these modes, including coupling between the
hydrogen and the solvent, suggests that the lactone ring modes could
be involved in Per's excited-state evolution and in the coupling of the
S1/S2 states and formation of the ICT state. UV excitation may be able
to shed further light on this coupling, if the modes that are enhanced
at thosewavelengths were to be relativelymore decoupled than red ex-
citation is to the formation of the ICT state.

4.2. Peridinins in LHCAmph

In LHCAmph, the RR spectra permit the identification of two Perred
species, one intermediate-energy Pergreen, two Perblue species, and one
Ddx, elaborating on the previously identified red, green and blue Pers
[1,4,6]. In Fig. 7, the ν1 maxima, as a function of the excitation wave-
length, are overlaid on the Perred, Pergreen, and Perblue absorptions
taken from the fit to LHCSymb in Ref. [6]. Also shown are the absorptions
of the additional Pers that we have proposed (Table 6). Similarly, the RT
absorption of LHCAmph can be fit using the additional Pers and Chls iden-
tified from the RR spectra (Fig. S6), using the 77 K fit [6] as a basis.

4.2.1. Low-energy Pers
The Perred species have much lower ν1 values (λexc at 550 and

560 nm in Table 3), which point to their greater conjugation or greater
bond-order alternation (BOA). This could be due to their large excited-
state charge-transfer (CT) properties [3,5,6] and ability to form/stabilise
the ICT state; a process that could be facilitated by a combination of
structural and environmental effects imparted by the protein pocket
(see Section 4.4). These Perred species also exhibit greater intensity in
the ν2 progression and the lactone-ring breathing mode at 942 cm−1,
which points to a geometry distortion involving the C\\C bonds and a
lactone deformation, respectively. We note that there is a RR band at
945 cm−1 in PCP at 77 K that is notably more intense than in LHCAmph,
at all excitations (unpublished). Therefore, it is possible that the specific
solvation, and/or structure, of the Perred species in LHCAmph resemble the
Pers in PCP. Additionally, if the structure of the Perred results in a confor-
mation that decreases the cavity volume itwould also account for its red
shifted absorption. If, Perred adopts a corkscrew [46] or ‘S’ shape [30],
similar to that proposed for the Fxred [30], it could lead to closer interac-
tion with adjacent amino acid residues and better solvation. Such con-
formational effects could also account for the intensity in the ring-



Table 6
Pigment locations in FCPatrim and FCPbolig.

aLHCAmph
aBinding sites/locations b~λmax

Perblue2 Lut 620 450–455 nm
Perblue1 Lut 621 460–465 nm
Ddx Neo Neo/Viola 485–495 nm
Pergreen Neo Viola/Neo 485–495 nm
Perred2 Viola/b601 b601/b07

b606/b607
500–510 nm

Perred1 505–520 nm
Chl c2

blue b608 a604 Blue
Chl c2red b609 b609 Red
Chl a I a610 a610 Red
Chl a II a604

a612
a613

a603
a612
a613

Red

Chl a III a602
a603

a602
b608

Red
Blue

a The locations and binding sites for the pigments identified in LHCAmph from the RR
spectra, five Pers, two Chl c2s and five to seven Chl as, are deduced with reference to the
crystal structure of LHCII [18] and the sites occupied by the Cars (Lut, Viola and Neo)
and Chls (a and b) therein.

b The absorption maxima for the pigments are based on the fit to the absorption, and
the relative enhancement of the corresponding RR signals, whereas that of Perblue1 and
Perblue2 are proposed based on the CD spectra. Note that the keto-carbonyls of a612 and
a613 (in italics) are not hydrogen bonded to an amino acid residue (nor towater) in LHCII.
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breathing and ring-deformation modes at 640, 655 and 942 cm−1 in
Perred and could potentially promote mixing of the 21Ag*− (S1) and
11Bu*+ (S2) states via vibronic coupling [15].

The carbonyl bands of the Perred species, in the 1750 cm−1 region,
are not evident at 550 or 560 nm excitations (low S/N) but the carbonyl
peak at 1737 cm−1 on excitation at 528.7 nm (Fig. 3i, III), which is also
seen in PCP [7–9], is attributed to the Perred(s). This band is also appar-
ent when exciting into the Perred 0–1 and 0–2 bands, at 514.5 and
457.9 nm excitations (see Table S1). The relatively lower energy of
this carbonyl is also consistentwith the correspondingly lowerν1 values
and greater delocalisation (conjugation) of the C_C/C_O system. Al-
ternatively, it could also point to a more polar local environment and a
more strongly solvated Perred species. The carbonyl doublet at 1757/
1766 cm−1 is attributed to a combination of Perred and Pergreen species,
or a pair of Pergreen species. But the latter would make it difficult to ex-
plain the weakness of this band at 488.0 and 496.5 nm excitations.
The 1757/1766 doublet reappears strongly at 476.5 nm excitation, pre-
sumably due to the cumulative enhancement of all the Pergreen and
Perblue species in LHCAmph.

The upshifted asymmetrically broadened ν1 at 528.7 and 514.5 nm
excitations (Table 3) suggests the presence of two intermediate energy
Pergreen species, given that the Perblue only weakly absorbs at the above
wavelengths. These Pergreen species should also be linear as per the low-
intensity of ν2 and ν3 at 514.5 nm excitation (Fig. 3h). Additionally, the
sensitivity of ν1 to the protein concentration at 514.5 nm suggests that
Pergreen could be peripherally bound.
4.2.2. High-energy Pers
On the basis of the CD spectrum of LHCAmph [1] between 400 and

500 nm, the presence of a pair of excitonically coupled Perblue species
in an H-type (face-to-face) arrangement, similar to the two Luts that
straddleα-helixes 1 and 3 in LHCII [32,47], can be inferred. The position
of the CDbands suggests that one Perblue is shifted by about−670 cm−1

to the red (Perblue-1), and the other by about +300 cm−1 (Perblue-2),
relative to the Perblue modelled in the fit at RT (Table 1).3 The similarity
between these Perblue species, and the two Luts in LHCII, fits well with
3 The bands at (−)445 nm and (−)420 nm could then correspond to the 0–1 and 0–2
bands, respectively, of the monomer Perblue-2, and the (+)467 nm and (+)490 nm CD
bands to the 0–1 and 0–0 bands, respectively, of monomer Perblue-1, and the isosbestic
point near 460 nm from the overlap of the Perblue-2 0–0 band and the Perblue-1 0–1/0–2
band.
the fact that the core Chl a binding sites in LHCAmph are the same as in
LHCII [1,2]. The increase in intensity of the HOOP mode (~960 cm−1),
between 441.6 nm and 496.5 nm excitation wavelengths, is therefore
attributed to these two Perblue species, which suggests that they are
also twisted similar to the Luts. This enhanced intensity at low temper-
ature could arise from non-adiabatic charge, or energy, transfer induced
by the exciton coupling between these two Pers [48]. The CD signal in
this region thus likely arises from two intertwined Perblue species,
although we cannot exclude the possibility that the Chl c2s could also
contribute to the (rotational strengths of the) CD bands.

4.3. Diadinoxanthin

The integral presence of Ddx in LHCAmph, 8–10 times greater than in
FCP, is clearly evident in the enhanced intensity of its ν2 (~1150 cm−1),
ν3 (~1005 cm−1) and ν4 (980 cm−1) bands on excitation into its 0–2
(441.6 nm), 0–1 (457.9 nm) and 0–0 bands (496.5 nm) at 77 K
(Fig. 1). In LHCAmph, peripheral binding of Ddx is inferred from the effect
on the RR bands at 476.5 and 514.5 nmexcitations on changing the pro-
tein concentration (Fig. 3). The strongest effect onDdx's ν1 in LHCAmph is
evident at 476.5 nmexcitation, i.e., the trough between the 0–0 and 0–1
bands. A similar effect on ν1 of Ddx in solution and in FCP [30], and the
fact that the energy separation between bands is different at RT versus
77 K [6], leads us to propose that the 0–0 and 0–1 transitions possess
different electronic/dipolar properties. Thus, different C_C modes
could be preferentially enhanced on excitation into the 0–0 versus
into the 0–1 band of Ddx.

4.4. Structure and environment of the Chls in LHCAmph identified from RR

The ring-breathing (“oxidation-state” marker), keto-carbonyl and
methine-bridging modes (Table 4) permit the unambiguous identifica-
tion of two (sets of) Chl c2s in LHCAmph. The higher energy peak
(1360 cm−1) of the ring-breathing mode of Chl c2, is attributed to Chl
c2-blue, and the shoulder at ~1355 cm−1 to Chl c2-red. The redder Chl
c2-red would be preferentially enhanced at 476.5 nm excitation, and
the corresponding position of the C131 keto band (1675 cm−1) indi-
cates a stronger external hydrogen bond relative to that of Chl c2-blue
(~1690 cm−1), which is preferentially enhanced at 457.9 nmexcitation.
Given that one of the Chl c2's could be 6-coordinated, this could corre-
spond to Chl c2-blue. The higher-energy ring-breathingmode attributed
to Chl c2-red would then be the one with the more puckered phorbin
ring [35], i.e., the relative decrease in π-electron delocalisation, and
higher electron density in the eg (π*) orbital, should result in a relatively
larger core size [49] and downshift the ring-breathing mode.

The Chl a-red and -blue species identified here are ubiquitous in
light-harvesting protein complexes [50–52,18,53–56]. The fit to the RT
absorption of LHCAmph suggests a Chl a-blue:Chl a-red ratio on the
order of 4:6, which is consistent with relatively weaker enhancement
of the Chl a keto-carbonyl mode at λexc 406.7 (Chl a-blue) versus at
413.1 nm (Chl a-red).

A total of seven Chls is determined to be present in LHCAmph from the
fit to the absorption yielding a pigment ratio of 5Chl a: 2Chl c2: 5Per:
1Ddx. RR spectra suggest an additional 2–3 Chl a, and one Per, species.
A direct measurement of the Qy absorbance ratio [33,57] gave a 1.7:1
ratio for Chl a:Chl c2 [1], which is lower than the 2.5–4 Chl a: 1 Chl c2
ratio found in the present study. The Chl a:Chl c2 ratio in LHCSymb [6] is
however determined to be even lower than in LHCAmph. This disparity
might be explained by the fact that the authors used an extrapolated
value for the extinction of Chl c2 that is smaller than the published
value [6], whereas the approximate ratio of the absorbance at
460 nm:670 nm is quite similar to LHCAmph. (We note that although
the Chl a:Chl c2 ratio in LHCSymb is qualitatively comparable to the 77 K
absorption in the Chl c2 region, the fit in the Qy region is not shown
and therefore cannot be assessed on that basis.) In any case, the lower



Fig. 8. Sequence alignment of lhcAmphgenes (in bold), Fcp5 (of oligomeric FCP) and of lchb1genes (of spinach) [22]. Thepre-sequences are shown in light grey characters, helices in red, and
pre/post helix loops in black. Chl a binding partners are coloured in green, and Chl b binding partners in blue, and identified with respect to the pigments bound in LHCII ([18]). Residues
that are ligated to the central Mg and preserved in the LHCAmph and the FCP polypeptides include a602, a603, a610, a612 and a1613, and b609. The suffix -k refers to the C9 keto-carbonyl
hydrogen-bonding partner, and is preserved in all three sequences for b608 (helix 1), a604 and a610. The formyl binding partners of Chl b605, b607/609 andb608 in LHCII, are included for
completeness, and denoted by the suffix -f.

5 Orientations most favourable to ET, i.e., with parallel transition dipole moments,
would reduce rotational strengths to zero. For example, mutually exclusive pairs of pig-
ments in LHCII are calculated to have the largest interaction energies in contrast to their
rotational strengths [54].

6 In LHCII, the distance between the Chl keto-carbonyl oxygens and the heavy atom of
the amino-acid residues of: Chl-b608 is 2.6 ± 0.2 Å from Arg70NH1, Chl-a603 is
2.7 ± 0.2 Å from the oxygen of H2O; Chl-a602 is 2.70 ± 0.06 Å from Tyr44N and
3.0 ± 0.1 Å from Trp46N; Chl-a604 is 2.84 ± 0.02 Å from Leu113N, Chl-a610 is
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Chl a:Chl c2 ratio in LHCAmph relative to FCP (4:1) is consistent with the
relatively greater intensity of Chl c2 absorption in LHCAmph (Fig. S1).

4.5. Modelling the pigments in the LHCAmph complex: comparison to LHCII
and FCP

Using the crystal structure, and sequence of LHCII [18,32] which has
a 40% identitywith LHCAmph [2], a pigment organisation templatewill be
built for the Cars and Chls identified in LHCAmph (Fig. 8). This lhcAmph

gene product is also compared to the fcp5 gene on which the oligmeric
FCP complex is built [58]. The pigment locations and binding sites in all
three are compared in Table 6. However, there is an important caveat to
be made regarding the pigment binding sites proposed below: LHCAmph

as prepared for this study contains a number of different polypeptides.
Edman sequencing showed at least two polypeptides with approxi-
mately equal amounts of N-terminal sequences AFENE…… and
AFESE… [1]. Consequently, there may be some heterogeneity in the
number of bound pigments and their environments, although this is
not expected to be significantly different [59]. The number of pigment
species distinguishable by RR could therefore be greater, or lesser,
than the number of putative binding sites in the single polypeptide
selected here for analysis.

4.5.1. Chl a
The five core Chl a binding sites centrally ligated to amino acid resi-

dues in LHCAmph are identical to those in LHCII, and the Glu65 and
Glu180 sites that bind a602 (a4) and a610 (a1), respectively, the His
68 that binds a603 (a5), the Asn183 that binds a612 (a2) and the
Gln197 binding a613 (a3), are clearly present (Fig. 8). Aside from the
core Chl a binding sites, the Chl a604 binding site cannot be identified
because it is centrally ligated to a water molecule, and a611 is ligated
to a lipid, whereas there is no potential Chl-binding site towards the
C-terminus which would mimic the a614 (His) site in lhcAmph. If, as RR
spectra indicate, there are two more Chl a species one could potentially
be bound in helix 2 at the Chl b609 (b5) site, whose central ligand, Glu
139, is in a comparable position in helix 2. The other Chl a could be
bound, via its C9 keto carbonyl, either at the a604 site (Leu113) near
helix 2, or at the b608 site (Arg 70) in helix 1, which is conserved in
all 3 sequences.4 Note that the excitonically coupled Chl a611/a612
dimer present in LHCII [54] is absent in LHCAmph (and FCP). Therefore
if Chl a611 is present in LHCAmph, it must adopt an orientation that
4 The formyl binding partners of Chl b (607/608/609) that also appear to be conserved
in lhcAmph are not taken into consideration as there is no comparable side group in the
same part of Chl a or Chl c2.
does not result in large rotational strengths,5 because both the red
shift of the absorption, and the CD signal of the Qy band in LHCAmph

(and FCP) are much weaker than in LHCII.
If the Chl a species identified in LHCAmph are analogous to the ones in

LHCII, then on the basis of the H-bond lengths of the keto carbonyls of
the Chl a species in the latter,6 one of the Chl a IIIs with the strongest
H-bonds in LHCAmph could be bound at the Chl a602 site and another po-
tentially at the b608 site, one of the Chl a II's at a604, and one of the Chl a
Is at Chl a610. The red-most emitting Chl a in LHCII, Chl a612 [41], lacks a
hydrogen-bond partner, and could correspond to the Chl a species in
LHCAmph that is enhanced at 413.1 and 441.6 nm excitations. In LHCAmph

the relative RR enhancements suggest that a Chl a II (Fig. 5) could be
bound at the a612 site. If another Chl I is indeed present, it could be
bound at the b609 site.

4.5.2. Chl c2
In considering the binding of Chl c2, we note that the lack of a crystal

structure for any Chl c-containing light harvesting proteinmakes our as-
signment of Chl c2 binding sites more tentative/speculative than for Chl
a, particularly in, or near, helix 2, which differs most between LHCII and
LHCAmph. The core of the complex seems to be strictly conserved and
therefore unlikely to be disrupted by the presence of a Chl c2. The iden-
tifiable Chl b (or a) binding partners, b608 near helix 1 or the b609 or
a604 sites near helix 2, could justifiably accommodate the smaller Chl
c2, which lacks a phytyl chain, although the protein pocket must differ
from that in LHCII.

Potential Chl c2 binding sites can be assigned based on two criteria.
(a) The nearly 100% efficiency in ET from Chl c2 to Chl a, without Chl c2
acting as an intermediate for ET from Per to Chl a [3,5,6], suggests that
it must be bound close to Chl a and probably distant from any Pers
and, (b) LD spectra suggest that the Chl c2's are bound (close to) parallel
to themembrane plane [1]. The distance constraint offers the aforemen-
tioned binding sites, b608, b609 and a604, as feasible locations for the
Chl c2 species in lhcb1, such that it would weakly interact with the
3.02 ± 0.02 Å from Gly158N, and Chl-b609 is 3.02 ± 0.02 Å from His68ND1. H-bond dis-
tances are estimated as Chl-b608 (1.8 ± 0.1 Å) b Chl-a603 (to water) ~ Chl-a602
(1.90 ± 0.06 Å and 2.2 ± 0.1 Å) b Chl-a604 (1.96 ± 0.06 Å) b Chl-a610
(2.21 ± 0.02 Å) b Chl-b609 (2.7 ± 0.1 Å). Distances were measured and averaged across
the values in the three trans-membrane-helices using Coot®, using the PDB file 4LCZ
(2.6 Å).
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Cars while accomplishing efficient ET to Chl a [54]. However, if bound at
any of these sites, they must adopt different orientations than the Chl b
species in LHCII, i.e., more parallel to themembrane plane, as supported
by LD. This would also mean that Chl c2 is unlikely to contribute to the
CD signal in the blue as Chl b does, or in the Q-band region as Chl a604
does, in LHCII [54]. Among these binding sites, the lowest energy site
that could bind Chl c2-red is likely b609 [56] (Table 6), leaving Chl c2-
blue to be bound at the b608 or a604 sites provided it adopts a different
orientation than the Chl in LHCII. Within the possible ‘musical chairs’ for
the binding sites for Chl c2 versus Chl a, the a613 site could also be con-
sidered for Chl c2-blue, once again with the proviso that it must be in a
different orientation than the Chl in LHCII.

4.5.3. Cars
Five to six Pers, and one Ddx, now need to be accommodated in the

polypeptide. Since the binding sites of the symmetrically arranged
a610/a602 and a612/a603 Chl a pairs are preserved in LHCAmph, and its
CD signal in the 380–500 nm range similar to that of LHCII, the pair of
Perblue species are likely situated similar to the two Luts in LHCII, forming
a cross-brace and winding through the Chl a pairs on either side of α-
helixes 1 and 3 [18]. Perblue-1 would be similar to Lut620, situated close
to Chl a610 and a612, and the higher-energy Perblue-2 similar to Lut621,
close to Chl a602 and a603.

Among the remaining Cars, the RR spectra suggest that the
Pergreen(s) and Ddx could be peripherally bound. The Xanth and Neo lo-
cations in LHCII at the monomer–monomer and trimer–trimer bound-
aries, respectively, are good candidate locations. Although, the integral
presence of Ddx in LHCAmph, means that it is likely not in a mixed-
binding site, we cannot exclude the possibility that a small percentage
of sites accommodate, e.g., a Pergreen instead of a Ddx. Finally, the two
Perred species should be located such that it would account for their
high ET efficiency to Chl a, i.e., close by and with close to parallel transi-
tion dipoles. One possibility is that both Perred species are ‘packed’ next
to each other, e.g., near the b606/b607 or b601/Viola sites. Tight packing
could also lead to a smaller solute cavity leading to stronger electrostatic
interactions with the adjacent peptide residues, and the specific geom-
etry proposed above (Section 4.2). The Perred species however exhibit a
strong Cotton effect at ~540 nm in the CD spectrum of LHCAmph, and un-
like the Fxreds that were also proposed to be located in similar protein
pockets, should be oriented differently relative to each other, orwith re-
spect to an adjacent Chl a, than in FCP.

5. Conclusions

The RR study of themembrane-intrinsic light-harvesting complex of
the dinoflagellate Amphidinium carterae has provided a template for
pigment organisation in LHCAmph and the structural specificity of the
bound pigments – Chls and Cars – in vivo. The fit to the RT absorption,
and the identification of distinct Chls and Cars from the excitation-
wavelength RR spectra, result in an estimated pigment ratio of 5–6 Chl
a: 2 Chl c2: 5–6 Per: 1 Ddx in LHCAmph, with a total of 13–15 pigments.
On the basis of sequence analysis between LHCII and LHCAmph, five of
the Chl a's identified from RR are assigned to the core Chl a binding
sites (a602, a603, a610, a612 and a613). The two Chl c2's, and up to
two additional Chl a's, are proposed to be bound in a combination of
the a604, b608, b609, and potentially the a611 site identified in LHCAmph,
with the proviso that they adopt different conformations than in LHCII.
The Chl a's are found to be 5-coordinated, with varying degrees of puck-
ering, whereas one of the two Chl c2's may be 6-coordinated. Among the
five Pers identified from the RR spectra, the two Perblue species are pro-
posed to be bound in the interior of the complex around the core Chl a's.
The sensitivity of Pergreen and Ddx to a change in protein concentration
suggests that they may be bound either at the monomer–monomer in-
terface and sensitive to local distortions of the protein, or at the edge of
the complex like Neo in LHCII and thus sensitive to the surrounding sol-
vent. The 77 K RR spectra of Per in solution highlights the role of the
lactone-modes, with the enhancement of the lactone ring-
deformation modes at ~650 cm−1 being shown for the first time. In
vivo, the Perred species are notably distinct from the other Pers in
LHCAmph and exhibit a strong enhancement of the ring-breathing
(942 cm−1) and -deformation (~650 cm−1) modes, similar to Per in so-
lution. Taken together with the enhancement of its ν2 and downshifted
ν1, we propose that the enhancement of the lactone modes could be
linked to a structural deformation of Per that promotes mixing of the
21Ag*− (S1) and 11Bu*+(S2) states and the generation of the ICT state,
both in solution and in the protein.
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